
CoC Hack Character Creation Worksheet 0.3 

Investigator Concept 

An investigator need not be an investigator in any normal sense. Simply put, an investigator is 
driven to learn about occult secrets, will be driven to encounter the Mythos, and has some abilities 
that enable them to discover clues and survive, at least for a while. They might be a 
photo-journalist, a pilot, a war veteran, or a doctor. What is important is that you have a basic 
sense of their profession, their personality, and what it is that drives them to delve into arcane 
secrets better left undisturbed.  

Drive 

Every investigator has a drive that will draw them like a moth to the flame, despite the danger. 
Everyday people shudder at the slightest brush with the Mythos and quickly turn away, explaining 
their experiences to themselves in ways that allow them to sleep at night. An investigator is driven 
by something more. 

Drive Table (d10 or choose)  

1. Haunted by a brush with the Mythos; +5 to Mythos and -5 to maximum Sanity 
2. Desperate to repay a debt: note to whom the debt is owed 
3. Unhealthy curiosity: +5 to maximum Luck and -5 to maximum Sanity 
4. Haunted by a family history of occultism, disappearances, etc. 
5. Seeking a lost loved one, long after the authorities have given up 
6. A religious crisis has driven you to seek meaning at any cost 
7. Former cultist, needing to understand what you did, and to atone; +10 to Mythos and -10 to 

maximum Sanity 
8. Victim of blackmail, forcing you to dig deeper on behalf of a mysterious figure; +5 to Credit 

Rating and start each story with additional d6 Stress 
9. Forces beyond your comprehension have chosen you to seek them out; +5 to maximum Luck 

and -5 to Maximum Sanity 
10. A true believer - the Mythos is inevitable, and must be understood and ushered in; +5 to 

Mythos and -5 to maximum Sanity 

 



 

Assign Abilities 

Investigators are measured, on a basic level, by their Dexterity, Fortitude, Education, Luck and 
Psyche. An investigator normally begins the game with 150 points to distribute between those five. 
The GM might allow a higher starting total to represent more experienced and accomplished 
characters.  
 
Dexterity, Fortitude, Education and Psyche are all used as default rolls for when a character doesn’t 
have a particular skill. This means that for all of the general skills (i.e. not professional skills), the 
starting rating is equal to the associated ability. Points spent on a skill raise it above that default 
level.  
 
Luck has no associated skills, but is rolled like an ability in situations where only chance will help a 
character. Luck is also a pool of points which can be spent to modify rolls. For each point of Luck 
spent, a player can reduce the result of a roll by one, but of course this reduces the available Luck 
when it must be rolled again.  
 
The GM has rules for when Luck refreshes, but it will normally be at the end of one story and the 
beginning of another, or between chapters in a long ongoing story. Luck can go above your 
maximum - it is an unusual ability in that it can accumulate.  

Choose Profession 

A character’s profession will determine their starting Credit Rating. Credit Rating is a combination 
of cash on hand, assets, and social capital in your society, and can be rolled to convince people that 
you are trustworthy and belong where you are, or to represent a character spending a significant 
amount of money for players who don’t want to track cash. For less significant expenditures, just 
note the character’s social class and decide what would make sense.  
 
For each profession, subtract your starting Credit Rating from 100, and the remaining points are 
bonus points you can use to spend on skills. This means that wealthier and more privileged 
characters will have fewer points for skills.  
 



 
Assign Credit Rating & Skills 

Assign your Credit Rating, and take the remaining points out of 100 and add another 50. This is 
the point total you have to spend on skills, whether professional skills or general. Normally you 
should have at least a few points in professional skills. Also remember that your investigator only 
speaks their native language to start, and you need to take additional languages as skills. A 
character’s second living language begins at her Education +1 like a normal Education-based skill. 
Further languages must be bought up from zero with skill points. So an American character with 
an Education of 30 could speak English for free, buy Spanish at 31 for 1 point, and buy Arabic at 01 
for 1 point.  

Example Professional Skills 

Crossed out skills were added to the base character sheet, so disregard them as professional skills.  
Animal Handling (Psy)  
Appraisal (Edu)  
Breaking & Entering (Dex) 
Bureaucracy (Edu)  
Cooking (Dex) 
Drive (Dex)  
Etiquette (Psy)  
Finance (Edu)  
First Aid (Edu)  
Forensics (Edu)  
Heavy Labor (Fort) 
Investigation (Edu)  
Law (Edu)  

Medicine (Edu)  
Navigation (Edu)  
Negotiation (Psy)  
Occult (Edu)  
Oratory (Psy)  
Other Languages (Edu)  
Performance (Dex or Psy)  
Pickpocket (Dex)  
Pilot (Dex)  
Psychoanalysis (Edu)  
Repair (Dex)  
Research (Edu)  
Riding (Fort)  

Sailing (Dex)  
Seduction (Psy)  
Sleight-of-Hand (Dex)  
Surgery (Dex)  
Survival (Fort)  
Swimming (Fort)  
Teaching (Psy)  
Travel (Fort)  
Visual Art (Psy)  
Writing (Edu)  
Zoology (Edu)  
 

Sample Profession Table 

Note - you can often roll your Credit Rating with advantage among certain people who are more 
likely to take you seriously, extend you credit, etc. The inverse is also true - among opposite groups, 
you roll with disadvantage. You can also create your own professions or change these to suit your 
game, they are just examples. Having a stack of cash will also provide advantage on one Credit 
Rating roll.  

Starting Credit rating is a suggestion - GMs should feel free to deviate. Professional Skills are 
also just examples - feel free to add other skills that make sense, and remember that you also have 



 
basic skills on your character sheet. It is always up to the GM whether you roll a Credit Rating 
check with advantage, but the example groups listed below can serve as a guideline. For opposed 
groups, of course, you might be rolling with disadvantage. (i.e. an heiress trying to get in with a 
gang of bootleggers, or a hobo trying to get into a black tie affair) 
 

Profession  Starting Credit 
Rating 

Professional Skills (assign 
points) 

Roll With 
Advantage 

Activist/Organizer  20  Oratory, Politics  Your ideology 

Private Investigator  30  Forensics  When investigating 
a legitimate case 

Antique/Book Dealer  45  Ancient Languages 
(individually), Appraisal, 
Negotiation 

Among dealers and 
collectors 

Artist  25  Visual Art, Writing  Among other 
artists and 
bohemians 

Banker  80  Finance, Negotiation  Among the 
nouveau-riche 

Bartender/Cocktail 
Waitress 

25  Empathy  Among regulars 

Big Game Hunter  50  Tracking, Travel  Other hunters and 
sportsmen 

Bounty Hunter  35  Law  When tracking a 
bounty 

Boxer/Wrestler/Pro 
Fighter 

30  First Aid, Performance  Other fighters and 
trainers 

Burglar  20  Breaking and Entering, 
Locksmith 

Career criminals 

Business 
Owner/Entrepreneur 

55  Appraisal, Bureaucracy, 
Finance 

The Chamber of 
Commerce crowd 

Clergy  60  Oratory, Theology  With 



 
believersBelievers 
of your sect 

Con Man/Vamp  30  Appraisal, Seduction  Someone you have 
successfully seduced 

Cook  30  Cooking  Regulars where 
you work 

Cop  45  Law  Other law 
enforcement 

Deep-Sea Diver  40  Swimming  Other adventurers 
and extremophiles 

Dilettante/Heir  80  Etiquette, Travel  Old money 

Doctor/Surgeon  80  Medicine, Surgery  Medical 
professionals 

Driver/Racer  30  Drive, Repair  Drivers and fans 

Entertainer  30  Performance, Sleight-of-hand  Fans and other 
performers 

Ex-Convict  15  Appraisal, Breaking and 
Entering 

Other ex-cons 

Executive  85  Bureaucracy, Finance  Underlings 

Exorcist  55  Occult, Oratory   

Explorer/Researcher  40  Travel  Other adventurers 

Factory Worker/Farm 
Hand 

15  Heavy Labor, Repair  Fellow workers 

Film/Stage Actor  40  Performance  Fans and other 
performers 

Gang Member  20  Breaking and Entering, 
Etiquette 

Members of your 
gang 

Hospital Attendant  15  Bureaucracy, First Aid  Fellow workers 



 
Hobo/Drifter  5  Travel  Other hobos and 

drifters 

Interpreter/Translator  40  Other Languages  Diplomats and 
expats 

Journalist  30  Investigation, Travel, Writing  Sources and 
whistle-blowers 

Lawyer  60  Bureaucracy, Law  Other lawyers 

Librarian  40  Other Languages  Researchers 

Missionary  30  Oratory, Other Languages, 
Travel 

Believers of your 
sect 

Nurse  40  Bureaucracy, First Aid  Patients 

Occultist/Cult Member  30  Occult, Oratory, Other 
Languages (ancient/dead)  

Fellow cultists 

Parent (at home)  30    Other parents, 
children 

Pickpocket/Street Kid  10  Appraisal, Pickpocket  Other street kids 

Pilot  50  Navigation, Pilot, Travel   

Police Detective/Federal 
Agent 

50  Investigation, Law  Cops and feds 

Prostitute  20  Appraisal, Seduction  Johns and other 
working girls 

Psychoanalyst/Alienist  60  Psychoanalysis  Patients and 
colleagues 

Ranch Hand  20  Heavy Labor, Riding   

Retail Clerk  30  Appraisal  Coworkers 

Sailor  30  Sailing, Travel  Fellow sailors, 
seaside bartenders 
and prostitutes 



 
Salesperson  25  Appraisal, Negotiation, 

Travel 
 

Scientist/Technician  40  Repair, Travel   

Secretary/Clerk  30  Bureaucracy, Writing  Coworkers 

Ship Captain  50  Navigation, Sailing   

Stock Broker  75  Finance, Negotiation  Other Wall Street 
types 

Teacher  35  Teaching, Writing  Children and other 
teachers 

Telephone/Switchboard 
Operator 

30  Repair  Callers 

Undertaker  45  Etiquette  Others in the 
industry 

University/College 
Professor 

65  Research, Teaching  Academics 

University/College 
Student 

20  Research  Classmates 

Veteran  30  Etiquette, Tactics   

Zookeeper/Animal 
Trainer 

40  Animal Handling, Zoology   

 
By way of example, this is how one might map Credit Rating to social status and class, as per the 
1920s Investigator’s Handbook and estimated demographics (based on 1920 census data)  

● 0-12 Pauper, living with family or on the street, eating handouts or from garbage cans 
● 13-25 Lower Class, living in a flop-house or YMCA or squatting, cooking canned soup on an 

illegal hot plate 
● 26-40 Lower/Struggling Middle Class, two-room apartment with a kitchen, shared 

bathrooms and telephone, in a bad neighborhood 
● 41-75 Middle Class, can own a used car and a two or three room apartment, some appliances 
● 76-91 Upper Middle Class, one or two automobiles, a house or large apartment, kids in 

private schools, occasional maid 



 
● 92-98 Upper Class, mansion with tennis courts or penthouse apartment, domestics, chauffeur 

and limousine, dining out, annual European vacations 
● 99-100 Wealthy, private yacht, private aircraft, multiple homes 

Credit Rating Checklist 

Answer the following questions, and then roll dice to modify your Credit Rating accordingly.  
❏ Is the starting location for the story your hometown? Add d6 
❏ Do you have family connections nearby? Add d6 

❏ If so, who are your parents? Siblings? Note them on your character sheet and let the 
GM know.  

❏ Do you have a child, or children? Add d6 
❏ If so, names and ages? Are you married? Note these as well and tell the GM.  

❏ Are you in significant debt? (Not counting if you chose debt as your drive) Subtract d6 
❏ If so, whom do you owe? Note this and tell the GM.  

❏ Do you gamble? Smoke? Drink and carouse? Subtract d4 for each 
❏ Are you divorced? Subtract d8. Determine who your ex is and let the GM know.  

Sanity Checklist 

Answer the following questions, and then modify your starting Sanity accordingly.  
❏ Are you part of a religious community? If so, which one? Note it and let the GM know. 

Add d6.  
❏ Did you serve in the Great War? In what capacity? Add d4.  

❏ Were you in combat? If so, subtract d4 instead of the above.  
❏ Do you have family connections nearby? (From Credit Rating) Add d6 
❏ Do you have a pet? Add d4 
❏ Are you married, or do you live with your family? Add d8 
❏ Are you wealthier than average? (Credit Rating over 40-60) subtract d4. (Credit Rating 

61-80) subtract d6. (Credit Rating 81+) subtract d8. Privilege has made you soft.  
❏ Have you already had an experience with the occult? Subtract d6 
❏ Do you live alone with few friends? (Classic loner PC) Subtract d6 



 

Finishing Touches 

Fill in any other blanks on the character sheet. If you are using classic Call of Cthulhu combat and 
magic rules, then your hit points are equal to ⅓ of your Fortitude and your magic points are equal 
to ⅓ of your Psyche. (Use the calculator on your phone, round down). Your hit point total can be 
used in place of your Size and Strength to calculate your melee damage bonus, if any. Remember to 
note your favorite form of stress relief, and write down any significant NPCs that came out of the 
character creation process.  


